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 Full description. AppReminder Description The new AppReminder is a handy, fast and powerful reminder app. Take your day
by hand with the easy-to-use and elegant reminders and notes app for iPhone. Your day is ahead of you - check the agenda and

time schedule now. Easily make notes or mark them as completed. Thanks to the built-in note pad you can write down
everything you want. Automatically arranged your reminders - these are the most important items for you. Choose the color you
want your reminders to appear in. The first reminder appears in the morning. Add the event as a regular reminder in the day and

weekly. Now you can easily locate your task at any time. The AppReminder offers many useful features and is a handy
reminder assistant for iPhone. Feature-wise the AppReminder is complete. This easy-to-use and stylish reminder app offers a lot
of options. It is the best app to remind you about what you want to do. Get it now! Visit our website for more information about

the AppReminder. AppReminder offers you a lot of useful features: - Users can enter and edit their own reminders.- Daily
reminders: each day your reminder appears at the right time. - Group reminder: an array of weekly events that can be divided.
The reminder app reminds you only once a day (at the time you have set it up).- Tasks: you can add a task for your day in your

agenda. - Color scheme: change the color of the background to match the mood you are in. - Import calendar: import your
existing calendar and check what reminders you already have. - Backup & restore: save and restore your reminders. - Change

the look of your reminders by changing the color of the text or background. - A lot of time & date options: Choose from 12, 24
or 48 time intervals and have your reminders appear at the right time. - Clear all reminders: You can delete all reminders in one
fell swoop. The AppReminder is the best reminder app for iPhone. All the features are handy and easy-to-use. Get it right now!

SpeedCaster SpeedCaster is the most intuitive, easy-to-use and user-friendly speed limitation app on the AppStore. With
SpeedCaster you can: - Know how fast you are driving!- Check your speed on a map and discover your weaknesses.- Time the

queue waiting for 82157476af
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